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WISE WORDS

Once we believe in ourselves, we can risk
curiosity, wonder, spontaneous delight, or any
experience that reveals the human spirit.
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ASHWIN IS
ALWAYS AN
ATTACKING
OPTION
FOR A
CAPTAIN:
ROHIT
SHARMA

gallantry awards conferred

DEFENCE PERSONNEL FETED
FOR COURAGEOUS FEATS
Michael Carrick has been
made caretaker manager
of Man United
AFP FILE

Group Captain Abhinandan Varthaman received the Vir Chakra on Monday.
Two Kirti Chakras & 10 Shaurya Chakras, two posthumously, also awarded. >P4

Armed forces’ gallantry, daring, devotion
to duty to the fore at investiture ceremony
NEW DELHI: Group Captain Abhinan-

‘No scientific proof
to back need for
booster vax dose’
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CITY LIGHTS
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dan Varthaman, who shot down a
Pakistani F-16 jet during a dogfight
over the Line of Control (LoC) on February 27, 2019, was on Monday
awarded Vir Chakra by President
Ram Nath Kovind at an investiture
ceremony at Rashtrapati Bhavan in
New Delhi.
The dogfight in which Abhinandan
was involved took place a day after
the IAF Mirage-2000s struck targets
in Pakistan’s Balakot in response to
the Pulwama suicide attack in which
40 Central Reserve Police Force men
were killed on February 14, 2019.
Abhinandan’s citation for the honour
said he courageously engaged the
Pakistani aircraft package despite its
“immense numerical and technological superiority”, and his aggressive
manoeuvres “forced the enemy aircraft into tactical chaos”.
Sapper Prakash Jadhav was posthumously awarded Kirti Chakra for
his heroics in a counter-insurgency
operation in Jammu and Kashmir
three years ago. Major Vibhuti
Shankar Dhoundiyal and Naib Sube-

Left, President Ram Nath Kovind confers the Vir
Chakra on Group Captain Abhinandan Varthaman.
and , right, the Shaurya Chakra on Major VS
Dhoundiyal (posthumous) at the Rashtrapati
Bhavan in New Delhi on Monday
AGENCIES
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5 dead, 40 hurt after
SUV speeds into
Christmas parade

Air pollution: Strong winds
bring temporary relief

WAUKESHA, WIS: A joyous scene of

NEW DELHI: Strong surface winds barrelled

President RN Kovind presents the
Shaurya Chakra to Naik Naresh Kumar
of the Rashtriya Rifles’ 42nd Battalion
at Rashtrapati Bhavan on Monday ANI

dar Sombir were posthumously
awarded Shaurya Chakra for operations in Jammu and Kashmir.
The Kirti Chakra awardees to CRPF
deputy commandant Harshpal Singh.
The Shaurya Chakra awardees are
Col. Ajay Singh Kushwah, Lt. Col.
Jyoti Lama, Major Konjengbam
Bijendra Singh, Major Maheshkumar
Bhure, Naib Subedar Narender Singh,
Havildar Alok Kumar Dubey, Naik
Naresh Kumar and the Indian Navy’s
Amit Singh Rana.
PTI

Cold conditions likely
in R’sthan, Haryana,
Punjab in two days

NEW DELHI: There is no scientific evi-

NEW DELHI: Cold wave conditions are

dence so far to support the need for a
booster vaccine dose against Covid-19, ICMR director general Dr Balram Bhargava said on Monday
underlining the completion of second
dose for India’s adult population is
the priority for the government for
now.
According to sources, the booster
dose issue is likely to be discussed in
the next meeting of the National
Technical Advisory Group on Immunisation in India (NTAGI). “Administering the second dose of Covid-19
vaccine to all adult population and
ensuring that not only India but the
entire world gets vaccinated is the
priority of the government for now.
“More so, there is no scientific evidence so far to support the need for a
booster vaccine dose against Covid-19,” Bhargava said. Union health
minister Mansukh Mandaviya
recently said that adequate stocks are
available and the aim is to complete
the vaccination of the target populaPTI
tion with two doses.

likely in parts of Punjab, Haryana and
northern Rajasthan for the first time
this season over the next two days,
the India Meteorological Department
(IMD) said on Monday.
A minimum temperature of 10
degrees Celsius or below and/or 4.5
notches lesser than the season’s normal for two consecutive days is classified as a cold wave in the plains.
The mercury in Delhi fell to 9.6 or
three degrees below the normal on
November 17 and 9.8 degrees Celsius,
three notches below normal, on Sunday. On Monday, the minimum temperature was 11.4 degrees C. Hisar
recorded 7.2 degrees C, four notches
below normal on Monday.
RK Jenamani, senior scientist at
IMD’s National Weather Forecasting
Centre, said they were expecting cold
air incursion. “In Delhi, there may
not be cold wave conditions but minimum temperatures will fall to about
8 to 9 degrees. In rural pockets, the
cold wave conditions are likely to set
in,” he said.
HTC

through Delhi and neighbouring areas on Monday, improving the air quality. The city
recorded its 24-hour average air quality index
at 311, down from 349 on Sunday. It was 374 on
Saturday. RK Jenamani, a senior scientist at the
India Meteorological Department, said westerly winds gusting up to 25 kmph improved visibility to 3,200 metres. So far, Monday has been
the only day in November when the Palam
Observatory reported “visibility of more than
3000 m and such strong winds”, he said. The
ministry of Earth Sciences air quality monitor
SAFAR said the AQI was recorded in the lower
end of the “very poor” category on Monday, a
“significant” improvement from the day before
PTI
due to the low fire count.

A view of the Humayun Tomb in New Delhi on Monday
AMAL KS/HT

Dengue cases mount to
more than 7,100 this year

City records 26 Covid-19
cases, positivity at 0.06%

NEW DELHI: Dengue cases in Delhi this season
have jumped to over 7,100, with nearly 5,600
of those being recorded in November alone,
according to a civic report released on Monday. On November 15, the city had recorded a
cumulative total of 5,277 dengue cases, making it the highest number of cases of the vector-borne disease recorded in Delhi in a year
since 2015. Nearly 1,850 cases have been
logged in the last one week. However, no fresh
fatality due to dengue has been reported. In
the previous years, the total dengue cases
reported were 4431 (2016), 4726 (2017), 2798
(2018), 2036 (2019) and 1072 (2020). In 2015,
the city had witnessed a massive outbreak of
dengue, when the number of cases reported
crossed 10,600 in October itself.
PTI

NEW DELHI: The national capital reported 26
cases of Covid-19 and zero deaths on Monday,
while the positivity rate stood at 0.06%,
according to data shared by the health department. Delhi has recorded four deaths due to
Covid-19 so far in November. Four people had
succumbed to the viral disease in October and
five in September. With the new cases, the
city’s coronavirus infection tally climbed to
14,40,692. Of this, over 14.15 lakh patients have
recovered. The death toll stands at 25,095,
according to the health bulletin. Authorities
conducted 40,532 tests, including 37,147
RT-PCR ones, the previous day. There are 297
active Covid cases and 126 of them are in
home isolation. The number of containment
zones stands at 120, the bulletin stated. PTI
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AMITY INT’L STUDENTS BAG
TOP 5 AWARDS IN EPIC 2021
The students of
Amity International schools
bagged the top
five awards in
the Empowering Pupil Innovation and Creativity (EPIC) 2021
competition conducted by CSIR –Indian
Institute of Toxicology Research, Lucknow.
The competition was part of CSIR Jigyasa, an
initiative to motivate the youth to develop
innovative scientific thought process and
temperament. As part of selection criteria, 25
entries were shortlisted from a total of over
3000 entries received from all over the
country.
>P2

WORD POWER

Becloud
Bih-kloud
Verb (used with object)
Meaning: to darken or obscure with clouds.
To make confused.
Origin: From 1590s, “cover with clouds,” from
be- + cloud. Figurative sense of “to obscure” is
recorded from 1610s.
Synonyms: befog, blur, cloud, confuse, fog,
muddy, obfuscate
Antonyms: clarify, clear (up), illuminate
Usage: Don’t becloud the discussion by
raising unrelated issues.

marching bands and children dancing in Santa hats and waving pompoms turned deadly in an instant, as
an SUV sped through barricades and
into a Christmas parade in suburban
Milwaukee, killing at least five people
and injuring more than 40 others.
One video showed a woman
screaming, “Oh my God!” repeatedly
as a group of young dancers was
struck on Sunday. Members of a
Dancing Grannies club were among
those hit. The city of Waukesha
posted on its social media accounts
late Sunday that it could confirm at
least five died and more than 40 were
injured, while noting that it was still
collecting information. The city’s
statement also noted that many people took themselves to hospitals. AP

Taliban to Afghan TV:
Stop airing shows
with women actors
KABUL: Afghanistan’s Taliban authorities on Sunday issued a new ‘’religious guideline’’ that called on the
country’s television channels to stop
showing dramas and soap operas featuring women actors. In the first
such directive to Afghan media
issued by the Ministry for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice,
the Taliban also called on women television journalists to wear Islamic
hijabs while presenting their reports.
And the ministry asked the channels not to air films or programmes
in which the Prophet Mohammed or
other revered figures are shown. AFP

K-pop kings BTS win
Artist of the Year
AMA in Asian first
LOS ANGELES: K-pop sensation BTS on
Sunday became the first Asian group
to win Artist of the Year at the American Music Awards. The septet also
scooped awards for Favorite Pop Duo
or Group and Favourite Pop Song for
their hit titled Butter at the Los Angeles ceremony. South Korea’s biggest
band, who now have 9 AMAs, joined
British rockers Coldplay for the world
television premiere performance of
REUTERS
My Universe at the show.
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Students of Amity International schools
bag top 5 awards in EPIC 2021 competition

The students showcased their innovations and won cash prizes

Easy Brush is a thin sterile paper
which can be used with a few drops
of water, like paper soap, and helps
travellers brush during their trip and
take care of their oral hygiene.
Adite Sharma from the same
school was the third Runner-up for
the innovation titled “Suraksha Kit”
and was awarded a cash prize of
₹5,000. The Surakha Box devised by
her comes with unique features -ultraviolet C (UVC) light-based sanitization process, convenient metal box,
ergonomic design, automatic cut-off

Ryan International Group of Institutions
director honoured with prestigious award

Ryan International Group of Institutions
director Dr Snehal Pinto , centre, was honoured
with ‘Schools of Eminence Award 2021-22’

It was a moment of pride for Ryan
International Group of Institutions
(RIGI) when its director Dr. Snehal
Pinto was honoured with the
‘Schools of Eminence Award 2021-22’
by the Education World.
The award was given for the
extraordinary efforts of RIGI’s flagship institute Ryan International
School, in making a difference in the
field of Education.
This prestigious award is a testi-

students of GIS, Hiran Kudna,
interact with Indian Navy team

mony to the fact that Ryan Group of
Schools is indeed one of India’s most
progressive K-12 schools group which
has set best practices in sync with
their education priorities in providing excellent teaching and learning
experiences for the greater good of
the students, the parents and the
country.
Ryan International, Vasant Kuni,
was established in the year 1991
under the dynamic leadership of

RIGI chairman Dr. AF Pinto and
managing director Madam Dr Grace
Pinto.
This school was selected from two
hundred schools across India for
achieving high standards, benchmarking the field of teaching and
assessment, sports and co-curricular
education, external linkages, technology integration, student achievement, governance and management
support to the stakeholders.

The students came together to adopt a new way to spread awareness

MSMN, GTK Road, initiates
anti-cracker awareness campaign
With an aim to awaken environmental consciousness and create awareness about health hazards associated
with the bursting of crackers, Mahavir Senior Model School (MSMN),
GTK Road, initiated an anti-cracker
awareness campaign with North
West Delhi Police. Ashok Vihar subdivision ACP Dr. Garima Tiwari represented the reputed and committed
police force with enthusiasm.
The campaign reached out to the
neighbouring like-minded schools
and students from over six schools
came together to adopt a new way to
celebrate it and spread awareness.

DAVPS, Sreshtha Vihar, celebrates
Sardar Patel’s birth anniversary
To strengthen the bond of oneness
and unification, DAV. Public School
(DAVPS), Sreshtha Vihar, celebrated
the birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel as Rashtriya Ekta
Diwas (National Unity Day). This day
is celebrated every year to mark the
birth anniversary of Sardar Patel, also
known as the Iron Man of India.
This year the occasion also coincides with the celebration of 75 years
of our Independence and the glorious
history of the people, culture and
achievements of progressive India.
As per the guidelines issued by the
Directorate of Education (DoE) , an
integrity pledge was taken by the
entire school on a virtual platform.
Thereafter special assemblies were
conducted by the class teachers. It
was followed by an oath-taking ceremony and informative discussions on

ZONEl
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MATHDOKU

SUDOKU

Place numbers into
the puzzle cells so
that each row and
column contains each
of the digits from 1 to
5. No number is to be
repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-out
lined cells contain a hint
of a number and one of
the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number
is the result of the
operation represented by the symbol to the
digits contained.

‘FRUITFUL’ RITUAL

SCRAMBLE
Solve the four
anagrams and
move one
letter to each
square to form
four ordinary
words

DHRAO
MMNII
GIPYNT
AEGLBM

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the answer to the
riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

It’s stasis that kills you off in the end, not ___.- Bono (8)
Answer: It’s stasis that kills you off in the end, not ambition. - Bono

EASY DRAW

Fill in the blank circles to complete the pattern.

Draw a cartoon man in four easy steps.

Amrita Bharati Features

Simarpreet Kaur, Class 7D, Bharti Public School, Swasthya Vihar

The chefs of the Madhya Pradesh Tourism Department participate in the
ritual of mixing dry fruits in alcohol dough for Christmas cakes, ahead of the
festival, in Bhopal on Monday
PTI

MATHEMAGIC

Answer: The central blue circle is the
sum of the numbers in the white
circles which is the same as the sum
of the numbers in the yellow circles

India is land of sages,
It do not a matter about ages .
Our land is all about unity.
It is only a country having purity.
In this country no matter about colour ,religion or race,
It is number one in every case.
Thank you to all freedom fighters,
To whom I can say a overnighter.
Freedom fighters faught for us,
For India not for media
They all are good.
For our freedom, they stood I must say,
East or west, our country India is the best.

Sardar Patel conducted by respective
class teachers. The idea behind conducting discussions was to infuse in
the students the values integrated
with knowledge and adoration about
the country’s rich heritage. School
principal Suhasini K. Nath appreciated the efforts of the students.

Solutions

SUDOKU SOLUTIONS

llV E R S E

GIS and acquainted them with the
information of naval forces.
On that occasion, the team showcased the might and grandeur of navy
life, warships as well as fascinating
activities at sea. It was indeed an
informative and interesting interactive session and was a great learning
experience for one and all.
School director Colonel Ashok
Kaul and principal Swati Joshi
expressed their gratitude to the Navy
team members for their incredible
contribution towards our country
and encouraged the students for taking up such glorious adventures in
their lives.

As per DoE guidelines, the school took an integrity
pledge during the National Unity Day event

MIND GAMES

The Navy team showcased the might and grandeur of navy life during the event

It was a a matter of immense pride
for Ganga International School (GIS),
Hiran Kudna, which was identified as
one of the institutions for an interaction with the members of Indian
Navy team as part of the of the Navy
Week celebrations.
A country can be free if it has
heroes guarding it with love for their
nation in their hearts. We are a big
nation, stretching from sea to land,
with a commendable naval force.
Navy Day in India is observed every
year to celebrate the achievements
and role of the naval force.
Cdr. Jacob and Lt. Cdr. Alakh
Gulati addressed the young leaders at

The campaign began with an art
exhibition showcasing exquisite artwork. Other activities included slogan writing, poster making, diya decoration, speech writing, homemade
sweets among other things. .
The students also presented a selfcomposed song. A virtual tour and
talk about the plight of children
working in cracker factories was also
presented. Under the leadership of
principal Ruchika Sukhija, the school
is committed to raise social awareness on relevant issues and make its
students responsible citizens, who
possess the 21st century skills.

SCRAMBLE Solution Words:
Hoard, minim, typing, gamble

thrilled to see that our young students are capable of winning such
tough competitions and showcase
their talents, knowledge and extraordinary skills and creativity. Their
future is bright and I’m sure they will
keep making us proud through their
best endeavours consistently.”
Dhruvi Gupta from Amity International School, Sector-6, Vasundhara,
Ghaziabad was declared the winner
under the innovation titled, “Innovative Easy Brush” and was given
₹10,000 as prize money. Innovative

and aids in disinfecting a variety of
products such as keys , masks etc.
Abhinav Prem from Amity International School, Saket, New Delhi,
was the first runner-up under the
innovation titled, “Stubby Bot – An
Agriculture Robot for Properly Managing Stubble” and was given ₹ 7,500
as prize money. The stubby-bot is a
mobile biogas plant in which farmers
can feed their stubble waste. It also
helps in generating electricity and
biogas using a microbial fuel cell. It
aims to tackle the problem of stubble
burning in the farms of rural India as
well as the issue of lack of clean fuel
for domestic purposes in the houses.
Gunek Singh Chaddha from Amity
International School, Pushp Vihar,
New Delhi was the second runner-up
for the innovation titled “Heat Sisinfectant Kit” and was given ₹5,000 as
prize money. He proposed a cost-effective model of a disinfectant kit
which comprises a self-cleaning
mask and a heat killer box, which is
very useful during the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. Yash Wadhwa and
Diya Mahalwal from the same school
were the fourth runners-up for the
innovation titled, “UV’s WAND
(Ultraviolet Sensor Sanitizer)” and
were given a cash prize of ₹5,000
each. The WAND can be used to clean
surfaces such as paper, money,
switches and vegetables which cannot be cleaned by liquid sanitizer.

MATHDOKU SOLUTION

The students of Amity International
schools bagged the top five awards in
the Empowering Pupil Innovation
and Creativity (EPIC) 2021 competition conducted by CSIR –Indian Institute of Toxicology Research, Lucknow. The competition was part of
CSIR Jigyasa, an initiative taken by
the CSIR to inspire and motivate the
youth to develop innovative scientific
thought process and temperament.
As part of the selection criteria, 25
entries were shortlisted from a total
of more than 3000 entries received
from all over the country. For the
next round, the students had to
present the innovation in the form of
a PowerPoint presentation in front of
a panel of judges comprising scientists and educationists.
The mentoring sessions were conducted by the CSIR in order to refine
and improve upon their innovation.
The students submitted their final
entries through a virtual presentation
followed by a Q&A round. Out of 25
shortlisted projects under this
scheme, the top five winners were
from Amity International schools.
On that occasion, Amity Group of
Schools chairperson Dr Amita Chauhan said, “A country’s development is
dependent on research and innovation in every field and we are
extremely proud of our students’ outstanding victory at EPIC 2021 which
had ‘Innovation’ as its theme. We are
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Different Strokes
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BOOKLISTl

A VARIETY OF FUN &
INTRIGUING STORIES!
Enjoy a coming of age magical mystery featuring a time-travelling
jukebox. Read a candid recreation of Indians’ gradual awakening to
the idea of freedom. Be amazed by the courage of a 50-year-old
homemaker who deep sea dives to watch corals. Know about some
of the fiercest monsters and most ingenious heroes from South
Asian folklore. Be amazed by the feats of women in the Indian Army.

ONl

NEWSPAPER
POLAR BEAR

JUKEBOX
Author and illustrator: Nidhi Chanani
Following up on the success of her book Pashmina, Nidhi
Chanani this time delivers another story about family and
friendship, tinged with magical realism. A mysterious
jukebox, old vinyl records, and cryptic notes on music history
are Shaheen’s only clues to her father’s abrupt
disappearance. She looks to her cousin, Tannaz, who seems
just as perplexed, before they both turn to the jukebox which starts glowing.
Suddenly, the girls are pulled from their era and transported to another time! Keyed to
the music on the record, the Jukebox sends them through decade after decade of
music history, from political marches to landmark concerts. But can they find
Shaheen’s father before the music stops?

SUPPLIES
l Blue cardstock
l White cardstock
l Black cardstock
l Newspaper
l Googly eyes
l Hole punch
l Black marker pen
l Scissors
l Glue

CADET NO 1
AND OTHER
AMAZING
WOMEN IN
THE ARMED
FORCES

MONSTER
FOLKTALES
FROM SOUTH
ASIA

CORAL
WOMAN
Author: Lubaina
Bandukwala

Author: Musharraf
Farooqi

Author: Maya
Chandrasekaran
Meet Wing Commander Dr Vijayalakshmi
Ramanan, the first female officer in the
Indian Air Force; Major Priya Jhingan, the
first lady cadet in the Indian Army; and the
all-woman Navy crew who circumnavigated the world! Follow the journeys of
these exceptional, path-breaking women
in the Indian Armed Forces, who shattered
stereotypes and made new opportunities.
Interspersed with vivid illustrations, diary
entries and blog posts, these stories are
sure to inspire young readers.

A fire demon
devastates a mountain community. A dev
of Qaf imprisons a pari. A tribe of Devs
invade and destroy a kingdom. A cannibal
giant from Gilgit terrorises his people. A
sea monster threatens a fishing village.
These five folktales retold here by
Musharraf Ali Farooqi capture the monster
lore from South Asia’s different regions
and the heroic men, women and children
who defeated these monsters. Beautifully
illustrated by Michelle Farooqi, this
collection is a treat for all young people.

INSTRUCTIONS

INDIA’S
FREEDOM
STORY

Coral Woman was
conceptualised
around Filmmaker
Priya Thuvassery’s
mesmerising short film by the same
name and is the story of Uma Mani. A
story that is as inspiring as the lady
herself. It is about a 50-year-old
homemaker finding the courage to do
something as unexpected and
intimidating as diving the deep seas to
see the corals that fascinate her. It is also
the most timely story of India’s coral reefs
and the urgent need to preserve them,
their impact on marine life and the coastal
communities that they shelter. Uma Mani
is an Artist and Scuba Diver.

Author: Ira Saxena
and Nilima Sinha
A treat for history
buffs, this book
traces India’s
unique journey to attain freedom from
the British, right from the Great Indian
Uprising to Gandhi’s emergence as a leader
and the demand for Swaraj to Partition and
after. The book discusses concepts such as
extremism, non-violent resistance and
constitutional rights of the people of India.
The book also explores the broader
concept of freedom by discussing
contemporary movements from across the
world such as Black Lives Matter. The
brilliant artwork brings alive the drama of
these extraordinary historic events.

Cut out a large circle out
of newspaper for the
head. A half circle for the
body. Cut out ear shapes,
and a circle for the
muzzle.
Cut out a half circle for
the nose out of black
cardstock paper.
Take a page as base. Stick
blue cardstock to it and
cut off the excess.

Tear off white cardstock
as long as one-third of
the page. Add glue and
stick it at the base of the
blue cardstock page. This
is the snow.
Glue the newspaper
polar bear body at the
bottom over the snow.
Glue the black nose onto
the muzzle piece and the
black ear parts onto the

newspaper ear pieces.
Glue the muzzle and the
ears onto the face.
Glue this polar bear face
on top of the bear body.
Glue on the googly eyes.
Draw a mouth with black
marker.
Using hole punch, cut out
circles out of white
cardstock. Stick these on
as snowfall.

FLYING UNICORN PAPER PLATE
SUPPLIES
l Heavy paper plate
l Pipe cleaners in silver

and rainbow colours

llW H A T ’ S

COOKINGl

l Markers, crayons or

coloured pencils

ALOO PUFF
INGREDIENTS
For dough: 3 cup wheat flour;
½ tsp salt; 2 tbsp oil (hot)
For stuffing: 2 tbsp oil; 1 tsp
cumin; 1/2 onion, chopped; 1
tsp ginger garlic paste; 1
carrot, chopped; 1 capsicum
chopped; 1/4 tsp turmeric; 1
tsp chilli powder; 1 tsp garam
masala; 1/2 tsp coriander
powder; 1/2 tsp salt; 4
potatoes, boiled, mashed; 2
tbsp coriander, chopped

METHOD
In a large bowl take 3 cups
of wheat flour, 2 tbsp hot
oil and ½ tsp salt. Mix well.
Add as little water as
required and knead the
dough. Cover and rest for
20 minutes.
In a large pan heat 2 tbsp
oil and add 1 tsp cumin, ½
onion, 1 tsp ginger garlic
paste and saute until the
onions soften. Now add
chopped carrot, chopped
capsicum and saute for a
minute.
Now add ¼ tsp turmeric, 1
tsp chilli powder, 1 tsp
garam masala, ½ tsp
coriander powder, 2 tbsp
coriander and ½ tsp salt.
Add in 4 boiled and
mashed potatoes and mix
well. Mix till the potato is

well combined with the
spices. The potato stuffing
is ready.
After the dough has rested
for 20 minutes, knead
slightly and pinch out a
ball sized dough. Dust with
wheat flour and roll to
slight thickness.
Cut into a rectangle shape.
Place a small ball-sized
potato stuffing in the
centre. Fold into half and
press with fingers to seal.
Deep fry in hot oil until the
puff turns golden brown
and crisp.
Repeat the process with
the remaining dough and
potato stuffing.
Put over kitchen towel to
absorb excess oil.
Enjoy with sauce or
chutney.

BREAD
MASALA
INGREDIENTS
5 slice bread, white / brown; 2 tsp
butter; 2 clove garlic finely
chopped; 1 chilli slit; 2
tbsp spring onion
finely chopped;
½ onion finely
chopped; ½
carrot finely
chopped; 2
tbsp
cabbage
finely
chopped; 2
tbsp capsicum
finely chopped;
2 tomato finely
chopped; 1 tsp pav
bhaji masala; ½ tsp salt; 2
tbsp tomato sauce

l Tape

METHOD

l Scissors

First, cut 5 slices of bread into
square pieces. You can also
toast the bread before cutting
for a crispy bread masala.
In a large kadai heat butter and
saute garlic, chilli, spring onion
and onion.
Now add the vegetables, tomato,
pav bhaji masala
and salt.
Saute well.
Add tomato
sauce and mix
well.
Now add the
bread pieces and
mix gently.
Finally, add coriander
leaves and serve the bread
masala with hot chai.

l Water colours or

tempera paint and
paintbrush
l Cottonballs
l Liquid glue
l White cardstock
l Googly eyes (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS
Paint paper plate blue.
Draw a unicorn on the
white cardstock. Colour
it and cut it out. Stick
googly eyes or draw
the eyes.
Curl a silver pipe
cleaner to make a
spring. Straighten one
end and tape it to the
back of the unicorn.
Use a marker to mark
five dots on the edge of

the plate from the
outside moving
inwards. Using the dots
as guide, poke in holes.
Put through these
holes the colourful
pipe cleaners.
Twist the loose ends
together under the
plate to secure the
rainbow. You can trim
longer ends with
scissors.

Use the glue to attach
some cotton balls to the
base of the rainbow to
create some clouds.
Poke a hole in the centre
of the plate and put in
the unicorn spring pipe
cleaner into this hole.
Tape it under the plate
to secure it.
Give your unicorn a little
nudge and watch him
fly!
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OPENS, AS CASES RISE IN EUROPEl

President RN Kovind, Prime Minister Narendra Modi and defence minister Rajnath Singh attend the defence investiture at the Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi on Monday

Australia to welcome
fully vaxxed students,
workers from Dec
Agencies

Austria re-enters
Covid lockdown
as Europe battles
virus surge

NEW DELHI/BERLIN: Australia on Mon-

day announced easing of its stringent
pandemic-related travel restrictions
from next month, a decision that is
expected to help thousands of Indian
students return to that country.
From December 1, fully vaccinated
eligible visa holders including students and skilled workers, can come
to Australia without needing to apply
for a travel exemption, a statement
by the Australian government said.
It said the visitor will have to be
fully vaccinated with a “completed
dosage” of a vaccine approved or recognised by Australia’s Therapeutic
Goods Administration (TGA) and
hold a valid visa for one of the eligible
visa subclasses.
The travellers will also have to provide proof of their vaccination status
and present a negative Covid-19
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
test taken within three days of departure for Australia.
The statement said travellers to
Australia must comply with the quarantine requirements in the territory
of their arrival. According to the
announcement, citizens of Japan and
the Republic of Korea, who hold a
valid Australian visa, will be able to
travel from their home country quarantine-free to Australia without
needing to seek a travel exemption.
“Australia continues to take further steps to safely reopen to the
world, with additional changes to our
international border arrangements
coming into effect on 1 December,”
the statement said.
Germans will be ‘vaccinated,
cured or dead’: Minister
Most Germans will be “vaccinated,
cured or dead” from Covid-19 in a few
months, health minister Jens Spahn
warned on Monday as he urged more
citizens to get jabbed.
“Probably by the end of this winter,
as is sometimes cynically said, pretty

VIENNA: Ahead of the Christmas holidays, Austria shut its
shops, restaurants and festive
markets on Monday, returning
to lockdown in the most dramatic Covid-19 restriction seen
in Western Europe for months.
The decision has prompted a
fierce backlash, with tens of
thousands taking to the
streets, some blaming the government for not doing more to
avert the latest coronavirus
wave crashing into Europe.
As they wake up Monday
morning, Austria’s 8.9 million
people will not be allowed to
leave home except to go to
work, shop for essentials and
exercise. Battling a resurgent
pandemic almost two years
since Covid-19 first emerged,
several countries on the Continent have reintroduced curbs,
often choosing to ban unvaccinated people from venues like
AFP
restaurants and bars.

NATION FETES ITS BRAVES

Family members of Naib Subedar Sombir, Rashtriya Rifles, receive the Shaurya Chakra posthumously

much everyone in Germany will be
vaccinated, cured or dead,” Spahn
said, blaming “the very contagious
Delta variant”. “That is why we so
urgently recommend vaccination,” he
added. The stark warning comes as
Germany is racing to contain a
record rise in coronavirus infections
in recent weeks, with hospitals
sounding the alarm about overflowing intensive care units.
Despite widespread access to free
coronavirus vaccines, just 68% of the
German population is fully vaccinated, a level experts say is too low to
keep the pandemic under control.

Ferrari’s ‘most aerodynamically’
efficient car Daytona SP3 unveiled
Bloomberg

Ferrari NV has unveiled a new limited-run retro model that the storied
Italian manufacturer is billing as its
most aerodynamically efficient car
ever. The Daytona SP3 that debuted
on Saturday at Mugello Circuit, a Formula One track near Florence, honours the brand’s 1960s race cars. It

Ferrari unveiled its icona-series model on
Saturday
FERRARI PRESS OFFICE/ REUTERS

HT CHRONICLE

The Kirti Chakra being awarded to the kin of Sapper Prakash Jadhav posthumously

tical
hem

Major Maheshkumar Bhure of the Rashtriya Rifles receives the Shaurya Chakra

represents the second leg of Ferrari’s
special-edition Icona series, the first
being the Monza SP1 and SP2 cars
introduced three years ago.
Like those Monza models, the Daytona SP3 will cost $2.26 million in
Italy, according to a company spokesman. Ferrari will produce 599 of them
and deliveries are set to start at the
end of 2022. Its mid-rear mounted,
829-horsepower V12 is Ferrari’s most
powerful engine, enabling the car to
go from zero to 100 kilometers per
hour in 2.85 seconds.
New Chief Executive Officer Benedetto Vigna announced another Icona
was coming during his debut earnings
call early this month. The Italy-based
company has been slow to embrace
battery power, slating the debut of its
first fully electric vehicle for 2025.

November 23 >>

Allies say Uddhav will be
Maha CM for 5 yrs

from the archives of the Hindustan Times

Jinnah and Sastri reiterate dominion status demand
London- General discussions
continued at the Round Table
Conference today and nineteen
more speeches were made, and
though the Chairman, Mr.
Mac-Donald at the end of Sir P.
Sethna's address said that
"Lord Peel had been amply
answered" five more speakers remained to be heard. Mr.
Jinnsh, the Rt. Hon. Sastri, Sir P.
Sethna and Sir Chimanlal
Setalvad
were
prominent
amongst the Indian speakers
today.

CRPF Dy. Commandant Harshpal Singh gets the Kirti Chakra

President Ram Nath Kovind conferred some of India’s highest wartime
and peacetime gallantry honours on Monday. Those awarded include
Group Captain Abhinandan Varthaman, who received the Vir Chakra,
India’s third highest wartime gallantry medal. Major Maheshkumar Bhure
of the Rashtriya Rifles and Naib Subedar Sombir (posthumous) of Rashtriya Rifles were among 10 army men who were presented the Shaurya
Chakra. CRPF deputy commandant Harshpal Singh and Sapper Prakash
Jadhav (posthumous) were the Kirti Chakra awardees.
AGENCIES
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Representatives of minorities
with the single exception of Mr. K.
T. Paul who was emphatic in his
demand of Dominion Status,
wanted safeguards during the
period of transition. Sir Abdul
Quayum believed "it was
useless to threaten the
British
Empire"
but
confessed that ' even a flea on
your trousers will make you
uncomfortable." Mr. Fazlul Huq
maintained that "as soon as he
was convinced of fair treatment
being given to minorities he

1930

would
go
"much
further
than
the
Congressites."
Mr. Jinnah emphasised that the Simon
Commission's
Report
was dead and the
Government despatch a
back number. He saw "a
new star rising' in the
readiness and sincerity
with which the Princes
had
sponsored
the
demand for Dominion
Status.

is finalised, the three parties will
meet the governor to stake the
claim to form the government,”
said Pawar, who was the first
to step out of the meeting. He
also indicated that Thackeray
will lead the government for the
full five-year term.
Thackeray and his son
Aaditya, now a legislator from
Worli, came out of the meeting
next but evaded questions on the
CM’s position.

2019

Cyclone paralyses Bombay
Bombay- A cyclonic storm of
unprecedented severity, with
gales blowing at a speed of
over 100 miles an hour, has
been sweeping Bombay city
since the early hours of today,
paralysing life everywhere.
The city and the adjoining
areas within a radius of 70
miles have been virtually cut
off from the rest of the world.
All the plane flights have

New Delhi- A coalition of the
Shiv
Sena,
Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) and
Congress appeared set to
stake claim to power in
Maharashtra with NCP
chief
Sharad
Pawar
announcing on Friday that
Sena supremo Uddhav
Thackeray will lead the
alliance and be its chief
ministerial candidate.
Leaders of the three
parties met in Mumbai’s
Worli for two hours, and
decided to hold further
talks on Saturday before meeting
governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari
and attempting to form the
government.
Koshyari
cancelled
a
scheduled trip to Delhi over
the weekend, said officials,
even as the Sena’s former ally, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP),
predicted that such a coalition
would collapse soon.
“We are unanimous that
Uddhav Thackeray should lead
the government. Once everything

been cancelled for today and
tomorrow. Owing to the failure of
the Tata Power Station, the main
electricity supply source, all
suburban trains and the tram
service have been at a standstill since 5-4 a.m. Departures and
arrivals of trains in Bombay have
been suspended indefinitely. Some
installations, including All India
Radio, are, however, working on
emergency power supply.

Danger signals have been
hoisted in Bombay Harbour and
sailing of coastal ships has been
cancelled.
While details of casualties
are very scanty due to the
disorganization of the telephone
system, many casualties are feared
owing to a widespread blowing off
of roofs of older types of buildings
and house collapses in the central
parts of the city.
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Global warming will cause
soil to release carbon: Study
LONDON: Global warming will cause

the world’s soil to release carbon,
according to a new research. Scientists used data from more than 9,000
soil samples and found that carbon
storage “declines strongly” as average temperatures increase.
This is an example of where global
warming causes more carbon to be
released into the atmosphere, further
accelerating climate change. Importantly, the amount of carbon that
could be released depends on the soil
type, with coarse-textured (low-clay)
soils losing three times as much carbon as fine-textured (clay-rich) soils.
The researchers, from the University of Exeter and Stockholm University, say their findings help to identify
vulnerable carbon stocks and provide
an opportunity to improve Earth System Models that simulate future climate change. “Because there is more
carbon stored in soils than there is in
the atmosphere and all the trees on
the planet combined, releasing even
a small percentage could have a significant impact on our climate,” said

Prof. Iain Hartley of Exeter’s College
of Life and Environmental Sciences.
“Our analysis identified the carbon
stores in coarse-textured soils at
high-latitudes as likely to be the most
vulnerable to climate change. Such
stores, therefore, may require particular attention given the high rates of
warming taking place in cooler
regions. In contrast, we found carbon
stores in fine-textured soils in tropical areas to be less vulnerable.”
The data on the 9,300 soil profiles
came from the World Soil Information database.
By comparing carbon storage in
places with different temperatures,
the researchers estimated the impact
of global warming. For every 10°C of
increase in temperature, average carbon storage fell by more than 25%.
“Our results make it clear that, as
temperatures rise, more carbon is
released from soil. But our study did
not examine the timescales involved,
and further research is needed to find
how much carbon could be released
this century,” Prof. Hartley said. ANI

Anxiety cues found in brain
despite safe environment: Study
WASHINGTON: A study has used a virtu-

al-reality environment to understand
the impact of anxiety on the brain and
how it shapes our behaviour. The
researchers used a virtual-reality environment where volunteers were in a
meadow picking flowers. They knew
that some flowers are safe, while others have a bee that will sting them.
“These findings tell us that anxiety
disorders might be more than a lack of
awareness of the environment or ignorance of safety, but rather that individuals suffering from an anxiety disorder
cannot control their feelings and
behaviour even if they wanted to,” said
expert Benjamin Suarez-Jimenez. “The
patients with an anxiety disorder
could rationally say– I’m in a safe
space – but we found their brain was
behaving as if it was not,” said SuarezJimenez. Using fMRI, the researchers
observed the brain activity of volunteers with general and social anxiety as
they navigated a virtual reality game of
picking flowers. Half of the meadow

had flowers without bees, the other
half had flowers with bees that would
sting them – as simulated by a mild
electrical stimulation to the hand.
Researchers found all study participants could distinguish between the
safe and dangerous areas, however,
brain scans revealed volunteers with
anxiety had increased insula and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex activation
– indicating their brain was associating a known safe area to danger or
threat. “We know what brain areas to
look at, but this is the first time we
show this concert of activity in such a
complex ‘real-world-like’ environment,” said Suarez-Jimenez.
“These findings point towards the
need for treatments that focus on helping patients take back control of their
body,” added Suarez-Jimenez. The
brain differences were the only differences seen in these patients. For example, sweat responses, a proxy for anxiety, which was also measured, failed to
reveal any clear differences.
ANI
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Conte’s passion rubs off on Tottenham
LONDON: Antonio Conte’s renowned

inspirational qualities were in
evidence as he fired up Tottenham
for a 2-1 comeback victory over
Leeds United in the Premier League
on Sunday.
The former Juventus and Chelsea
coach vented his anger from the technical area several times during the
first half as his lacklustre team were
out-battled by injury-hit Leeds. Boos
rang out at half-time with Leeds ahead
through Daniel James’s close-range
effort but Conte earned his money at
the break, galvanising his players for a

Antonio Conte.

REUTERS

vastly-improved second half in which
goals by Pierre-Emile Hojbjerg and
Sergio Reguilon earned Tottenham
the points to move them up to seventh. Conte celebrated each goal like a
man possessed, spent the closing stages conducting the fans and could
hardly contain himself as the final
whistle sounded at the end of his first
Premier League home game in charge
of the club.
“In the first half we struggled. Physically, tactically and in our intensity
we struggled,” Conte said.
“I think in the second half we
changed things and we wanted to play
with the same intensity as Leeds. We
won the game, we deserved to win. We
played attractive football and the
crowd was with us.”
The match statistics showed that
Tottenham were out-run by Marcelo
Bielsa’s tenacious Leeds in the first
half. But that was reversed in the second half as Spurs ran 3.7km more
than their opponents, showing the
intensity Conte has demanded
throughout his managerial career.
“Our fans weren’t satisfied with the
football we played in the first half and
I agreed with them,” Conte, who
resisted the urge to make half-time
substitutions, told reporters.
“In the second half I corrected
the situation. I look at the stats and
Leeds are the best in the league for
running. In the second half we beat
them in intensity.”

llW R E S T L I N G l

Michael Carrick (right) has been appointed as Manchester United’s caretaker manager after Ole Gunnar Solskjaer was sacked on Sunday.

Bajrang to split with coach Bentinidis
NEW DELHI: Star Indian wrestler Bajrang Punia has decided to split with
Georgian coach Shako Bentinidis and
may hire Beijing Olympics bronze
medallist Andriy Stadnik if talks with
the Ukranian succeed.
Under the guidance of Bentinidis,
the 27-year-old Bajrang won an
Olympic bronze medal at the 2020
Tokyo Games, 2018 Asian Games
gold and a bronze medal at the 2019
World Championship. However,
there has not been much improvement on his perennial weak leg
defence. The opponents more often
have used his weakness to turn the
tide against him.
“Yes, I am looking for a new
coach for the new Olympic cycle,”
Bajrang told PTI.
“There is nothing wrong with
Shako, I learnt a lot from him but a
new coach can be tried for better
results,” he added.
However, according to Wrestling

Federation of India (WFI) sources,
Bajrang was, of late, not happy with
the way Bentinidis went about his
business and he wasn’t happy with
his methods.
“We have learnt that Shako did not
attend to him properly when he suffered an injury in Russia before the
Tokyo Olympics. So a change was
expected,” said the source.
Stadnik is the husband of Maria, a
four-time Olympic medallist and twotime world champion. It has been
learnt that Bajrang has approached
Stadnik and he is also keen to work
with the elite Indian athlete.
“Andriy is in running for the
Ukrainian Federation elections. If
he wins, then it will be tough for
him to tie up with Bajrang. Let’s see,”
said a source.
WFI may also replace Russian
coach Kamal Malikov, attached with
Ravi Dahiya, the Tokyo Games silver
medallist.

llT E N N I S l

Zverev gunning
for maiden
Grand Slam title
TURIN: Germany’s Alexander Zverev
capped a memorable year by capturing his second ATP Finals trophy on
Sunday and the world No 3 said he is
aiming to win his maiden Grand
Slam title next season.
Zverev defeated defending champion Daniil Medvedev 6-4, 6-4 in the
final in Turin after he beat world No
1 Novak Djokovic in the semi-finals.
The 24-year-old has won six titles
this year, including the Olympic gold
in Tokyo and two Masters titles in
Madrid and Cincinnati.
But the German is yet to win a
Grand Slam title, coming closest
when he reached the 2020 US Open
final before losing to Dominic Thiem
in a five-set thriller.
“Look, I’ve won on every level
except for the Slams,” Zverev told
Serbia’s Sport Klub television after
Sunday’s win.
“It’s the only thing I’m missing and

llI N

Carrick under spotlight as
United eye knockout berth
Associated Press
sportm@hindustantimes.com

MANCHESTER: One of English football’s

best and possibly most undervalued
midfielders in recent years, Michael
Carrick was known for his calmness,
quiet authority and vision on the field.
He’ll need all of those attributes now
he has been thrust into one of the
world’s biggest coaching jobs pretty
much from out of nowhere.
Carrick, who only started his
coaching career in 2018 and has never
held a senior position, was named
as Manchester United’s caretaker
manager following the firing of
Ole Gunnar Solskjaer on Sunday. In
place until United finds another coach
for the rest of the season, Carrick
starts his new role with a crucial
match away to Villarreal on Tuesday
as the teams look to seal qualification
to the knockout stage.
They are both on seven points in

Group F, two points clear of Atalanta
with two games left. Carrick will need
to pick up a beleaguered United team
that lost 4-1 at Watford in the Premier
League on Saturday, the latest in a
string of dreadful results that ultimately cost Solskjaer his job.
Meanwhile, Manchester United
captain Harry Maguire said the players must share a “big responsibility”
for Solskajer’s sacking.
Speaking ahead of Tuesday’s crucial
Champions League clash away to
Spanish club Villarreal, Maguire said
Solskjaer’s dismissal had been an
emotional day for the squad.
“It has been a very hard time as
players. The amount of respect we had
for the boss. We’ve been on a journey
together,” Maguire, who was sent off
in the defeat at Watford that left
United eighth in the Premier League,
told reporters.
“The players need to take a big
responsibility. Ultimately the manager

has paid the price, we’re all so disappointed by that. We know we haven’t
been good enough. We’ve spoken
about that. The lads want to succeed.”
After a bright start to the season,
following the arrival of signings such
as Jadon Sancho and Cristiano
Ronaldo, United have slumped alarmingly and have lost four of their last
five league games.
“It hasn’t been good enough, not
delivering individually or collectively.
It snowballed from one thing to
another,” Maguire said. “We have to
find something within ourselves to
find that focus and mentality. The
manager came in and spoke to us (yesterday), it was an emotional day. He
was a legend, he’ll remain one.”
Giving little away about the club’s
plans to replace Solskjaer, former
midfielder Carrick said he would give
his best whether it is one game, two
games or a stretch longer in charge.
“It’s not the time to look back now,

llC R I C K E T l

Alexander Zverev beat Daniil
Medvedev 6-4, 6-4 to clinch the
ATP Finals title on Sunday.

Ashwin is an attacking
option for a captain: Rohit
REUTERS

Press Trust of India
sportm@hindustantimes.com

I’ll do whatever I can to change that
next season. I’m already looking forward to 2022 because I know that I
still have things to improve.”
The 2022 Australian Open, the first
Grand Slam of the season, will begin
on January 17.

D R I V E R ’S S E AT l

Ramesh Mendis (left) took three for 23 as Sri Lanka reduced West Indies to
113 for six on Day Two of the first Test in Galle on Monday. Lankans, who
posted 386 in the first innings, lead by 273 runs.
AFP

KOLKATA: Ravichandran Ashwin is

“always an attacking option” in
the middle overs of a T20I match
when a team needs wickets, India
captain Rohit Sharma said of the seasoned off-spinner.
Rohit, the newly-appointed T20
skipper, picked his team’s bowling as
the biggest positive in the 3-0 sweep of
New Zealand. Having made a splendid
white-ball comeback after four years
in the T20 World Cup earlier this
month, the 35-year-old Ashwin made
quite an impact in the three-match
series against the Kiwis, giving crucial
breakthroughs while restricting the
runs in the middle overs.
“He’s always an attacking option for
a captain. When you have someone
like him in your squad, it always gives
you the opportunity to take wickets in
the middle and we understand how
important that phase is,” Rohit said.
The captain was speaking at the
post-match conference after their seven-wicket win over New Zealand in
the final T20 at Eden Gardens on Sunday. “It’s been a great comeback ever
since he played in Dubai and till now.
He’s a quality bowler, we all know
that. Over the years he’s proved himself with the red ball and even in white
ball he doesn’t have a bad record. The
way he has come back and bowled in
Dubai and then two games here. It
shows the quality that he has.”
Ashwin returned with tidy figures
of 4-0-23-2 and 4-0-19-1 in Jaipur

Skipper Rohit Sharma (right) said that it’s very important to have someone like
R Ashwin in the team as he has the ability to take wickets in the middle overs. PTI

and Ranchi. Along with Axar Patel,
he restricted the run flow in the middle overs.
“You know, that’s where (middle
overs) you need to put the brakes on
the run rate and keep taking wickets
so I think Ashwin provides that to us
along with Axar. Both of these guys
are wicket-taking options in the middle and the goal is never about surviving, it’s always about ‘how I can get
the batter out or how I can put the
pressure on the batter’. That’s what
they come up with all the time. So it’s
always a good option for a captain to
have someone like them in the middle,
bowling those crucial overs and trying
to put the pressure back on the opposition by taking wickets,” Rohit said.

Asked what the new regime, under
Rahul Dravid and himself, did to turn
things around after their T20 World
Cup debacle, Rohit said: “We’re trying
to create a healthy atmosphere in the
team, trying to give players the security so that they can go out and play
fearlessly. The first meeting we spoke
of this very clearly to all the players
that if you’re trying to do something
for the team, that act will never go
unnoticed. It will always be recognised when you’re trying to put up
your hand and take the pressure on
yourself. That is the job of the captain
and the coach to tell the players that
we do understand what you’re trying
to do for the team, you go and take
your chances.”

I know what I could have done in my
own mind better,” he said.
“It’s easy to look elsewhere, as a
player I was exactly the same. For me
what’s next is a flight to Spain and
preparing for tomorrow. All I’ve been
thinking about is the game.
In similar position as Carrick is Barcelona’s Xavi Hernandez, who will
take charge of the team for the first
time in Champions League in a crucial
home match in Group E against Benfica on Tuesday. It will be his second
match in charge after a league win in
the Catalan derby against Espanyol on
Saturday, a result that ended a fourgame winless streak in the league.
The Catalan club started their
Champions League campaign with
consecutive 3-0 losses to Bayern
Munich and Benfica but a win against
the Portuguese side will allow them to
clinch a spot in the knockout stage
and avoid their first elimination in the
group stage in nearly two decades.

VERSTAPPEN WILL
HAVE FIRST SHOT AT
TITLE IN SAUDI GP
Reuters
sportm@hindustantimes.com

DOHA: Max Verstappen will have his
first shot at clinching the Formula
One title in Saudi Arabia in two
weeks’ time but Red Bull’s championship leader could also see his advantage disappear entirely.
The 2021 title battle remains too
close to call, with ’ Lewis Hamilton
closing the gap to eight points with a
win in Qatar on Sunday.
With two races remaining, the
prospect of a winner-takes-all shootout in the final round at Abu Dhabi’s
Yas Marina is very much alive.
For Verstappen to clinch the title at
the inaugural Saudi GP on December
5, he must finish at least second. But
if Hamilton wins that race with a
bonus point, and Verstappen is second, the pair will leave level on points
and the Red Bull driver ahead 9-8 on
race wins. In that scenario, the title
will be won by whoever finishes
ahead of the other in the final race,
unless they take each other out.
Should Hamilton win in Jeddah
and Verstappen finish lower than
second, it will be the Mercedes driver
leading into the final race.
Other current title permutations
all involve Verstappen finishing second in Jeddah, with or without fastest lap, but Hamilton failing to win.
A retirement for the Briton would
still require Verstappen to score 18
points, a second place, to end the contest. If Hamilton is 10th, Verstappen
would need to be second with fastest
lap. Should Verstappen win, with
fastest lap, it will be all over if Hamilton is no higher than sixth. Without
fastest lap, Hamilton would have to
be seventh or lower.

REUTERS

